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selected work



Graypants is a team of problem solvers. Anchored in Seattle and Amsterdam, graypants’ bold creativity leads to diverse designs in products, architecture, and other beautiful objects around the world. Our work expands globally with collaborations and custom designs for leading companies worldwide. Rooted in Seattle as architects, founders Seth and Jon decided to further feed their creative appetites through product design and art exhibits. In 2007, “graypants” was scribbled onto a piece of paper and the new company’s flagship line of pendant lights made entirely of repurposed corrugated cardboard – scraplights – was promptly introduced. Scraplights quickly became a prime example of the principles that graypants embodies to this day – responsible design, responsible materials, responsible production… and having fun. In 2012, the Amsterdam studio was founded to become a hub for local European production and distribution to over forty countries, and has partnered with social works programs to provide craft-based work where needed the most. The Seattle studio continues to provide local production for North America and houses the bustling custom and prototyping shop (come visit!). Today, graypants continues to expand its custom portfolio from architectural installations to public artworks, and has numerous product lines sold throughout the world. The range of their work is comprehensive, covering residential and commercial lighting, furniture, packaging designs, and architecture. In November of 2013, graypants was awarded AIA Seattle’s Award of Honor for their debut architecture project, Garage.
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SCRAPLIGHTS



®



responsibly reimagining cardboard boxes



classic series Handcrafted from recycled cardboard, graypants’ flagship scraplight series provides warm, intimate, and functional lighting for any occasion or type of space. Tough and elegant, each is precision cut with a laser and assembled by hand using nontoxic adhesive, and all scraplights are treated with a nontoxic fire retardant.
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quality



care



Scraplights are precision cut with a laser, then assembled by hand. Slight variations in color or corrugation pattern are a biproduct of the handmade process and make your Scraplight truly unique! Boxes are tough and your Scraplight is too, but please treat it with kindness!



Scraplights are made from recycled cardboard and non-toxic adhesive. They are not meant for damp conditions or outdoor use. Cleaning is simple! We recommend a quick spray with a can of compressed air to remove dust. All shades are treated with a nontoxic fire retardant.



scent When you first got your Scraplight, did you have a strange urge to make s’mores? That campfire smell is not your imagination - we like to think of it as an aromatherapy bonus. The laser cutting process slightly burns the edges of the cardboard, which leaves a lingering smoky smell. It will diminish over time.



Photo Credits: Christian Rudat for plajer & franz studio
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SCRAPLIGHTS



bell42



®



responsibly reimagining cardboard boxes



frame series The frame series takes the beauty, function, and versatility of classic scraplights to the next level. Perfect for commercial and residential settings, drum series pendants feature durable dark steel frames and recycled cardboard shades in a variety of larger shapes and sizes. With multi-socket lamping assemblies and sandblasted tempered glass diffusers, frame scraplights provide impact and ample light.
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KERFLIGHTS



®



flexible, in more ways than one



precision built Kerflights are precision built to accommodate any situation. Durable powder coated steel wire frames provide a distinct shape and character for each lamp, while the unique kerf pattern of the shade panels cast intriguing patterns onto walls and table surfaces. Ripley, Rita, Palmer, Leland, and Selwyn make up the debut line of five Kerflight models, including two hanging pendants, two unique table lamps, and a wallmounted sconce. The reversible Kerflight shade panels are crafted from floodcoated corrugated fiberboard and are available in three color variations: natural / white, natural / black, and natural / lava red. The Kerflights strength is their adaptability. Whether complementing a restaurant, office, or home, the distinct refined shapes and joyful play of color and shadow will add character to any space.



rita wall sconces black, lava, white



ripley pendant lamps black, lava, white palmer table lamps black, lava, white



selwyn pendant lamps black, lava, white



leland table lamps black, lava, white



KERFLIGHTS



™



flexible, in more ways than one



precision built Inspired by tried and true handcrafting techniques, the kerf series is precision built to accommodate any situation. With swappable and reversible shade panels available in three colors – and five distinct personalities – graypants’ kerflights will literally make a great fit.



MURMURATIONS



™



transformational led lighting installations



avian spectacle More than just light, this new collection is a led system inspired by a breathtaking natural phenomenon: murmurations. A spectacle translated into dynamic installations, captivating three dimensional forms within a space. Every light in the flock is harmoniously connected, creating a different composition from every viewpoint. By playing with light this way, we create a powerful collection that’s poised to tip, always on the verge of instant transformation. Graypants’ murmuration collection is designed to complement any type of project. It is available as project-specific custom installations of any size, and as a selection of standard canopy arrangements large and small.



glowing pixels The Mobius installation is a sculptural lighting fixture based on a customizable system of glowing pixels. Each frosted cube is lit from within, using the light-carrying qualities of fiber optic cable. The entire Mobius is illuminated from only a few powerful bulbs hidden above the solid canopy, saving energy while maintaining brightness. Even when not illuminated, the formation catches the light and creates a dynamic focal point.



custom shop



product design



We’re constantly asked if we can make something unique, and we love to say “yes!”. Yes – we create custom-shaped lights, huge lights out of almost any material, sculptural acoustic and architectural panel systems, product packaging designs, and a whole lot more. Have or need an idea? Let us know! Our Seattle studio doubles as our custom and prototyping shop.



The designs of graypants initially took root in the lighting world. Trained as architects, Seth and Jonathan always had an eye for detail and a curiosity that led to designing and developing products. Through the expansion of lighting and furnishings, we’ve developed a worldwide distribution network for both retail and business markets. At its’ core, graypants is a conceptual design studio and our passion for beauty in objects has allowed us to engage deeply into developing local, responsible and sustainable production methods.



architecture Architectural design is engrained in our DNA. The studio was founded by practicing architects, after all. Since the beginning, this has encouraged a collaborative approach and has strongly influenced the process behind all of our designs. We actively develop conceptual ideas, collaborate on special aspects of projects, and work intimately with clients to create unique buildings.



garage Garage is graypants’ award-winning debut architecture project. Set as a residential cabin, the building is a careful balance of preserving memory of the existing structure and repurposing materials extracted from it. New and old elements have been merged to celebrate the beauty of everyday interactions – such as entering through the solid Corian sliding speakeasy cabinet, illuminating the stretched canvas walls with a mobile phone, revealing hidden beds beneath wooden floor panels that fold into seating, and lighting the century-old wood burning stove.



product design Constantly prototyping refinements and testing new materials, our product designs expand beyond scraplights and kerflights with additional lines of lighting and furniture.



steplights Inspired by man’s quests deep into our galaxy, graypants’ steplights are carefully machined from a single sheet of solid aluminum. Packed efficiently flat and easily assembled without tools, adhesives, or fasteners required, the inherent beauty of each lies in it’s high-precision interlocking assembly.



slice furniture Slice furniture meshes the timeless beauty of crafted wood with modern efficiency and technology. Milled from high-grade europly and finished by hand with a friendly oil, graypants’ slice line gleams with quality, comfort, and functionality in both commercial and residential environments.



custom shop Our first passion is crafting beautiful and functional objects. Giant and tiny, you can find our projects across the globe in homes, offices, restaurants, and public spaces. If you have an idea large or small, contact us!



cloud chandelier Graypants’ cloud chandelier installations enliven spaces large and small. Carefully hand-constructed from over 30,000 ping pong balls, the cloud seen here lives in a prominent downtown San Francisco headquarters.



ice press Anodized and milled from a special alloy of solid aluminum, graypants’ ice press creates the perfect glass companion... a flawless sphere of crystal clear ice that will outlast your beverage (or two). Why not celebrate the little things in life?



mamnoon restaurant Several interior features were custom designed for an award-winning Seattle restaurant specializing in Middle Eastern cuisine. Blending together the geometric patterns of traditional Middle Eastern architecture with the organic, rustic feel of the Pacific Northwest, custom poplar wood screens provide privacy and interest while neon-backlit shelving units reinforce the overall theme and draw attention to retail areas.



custom installations From functional architectural installations to public artworks, graypants has worked with leading companies around the world to provide custom solutions.



props ceiling system A multifunction architectural system, props are interlocking panels formed out of perforated metal. Through their unique shape and material, the props work together to create a stunning spacial installation while facilitating all the necessary building systems – including hvac airflow, controlled daylighting, acoustical performance, and fire supression.



reflection Currently in progress, reflection is an interactive public art installation in the heart of Seattle. Sculpted out of stainless steel, it is an iconic reminder of surrounding beauty, and of the powerful bond connecting our urban space to nature.



dream. scribble. make. This is the catalyst behind the creative process at graypants. From designing as roommates in college to operating teams in Seattle and Amsterdam, it is this fun and hands-on approach that drives us to push design further.



You graduated as architects. How did you get into designing lights, of all things? Our first love is architecture, but we blend the disciplines of custom installations, lighting and interior to create our own whimsical world driven by curiosity and passion for beauty. The more we broaden our horizons, the better designers we are. It keeps us sharp!



The materials you use aren’t randomly chosen. What is the philosophy behind them? We look at things from new perspectives and always ask us; why not? When we had access to all these old cardboard boxes, we wanted to give them new life and let them tell a new story. A good blend of curiosity, a responsible mindset, craft and technology is our recipe for creating an authentic and carefully chosen material palette.



We can find you in Seattle and Amsterdam. Your conceptual design studio is based in Seattle, how does the Amsterdam studio come into play? When we first met the guys from Amsterdam, they told us about this amazing social program in Holland where individuals with disabilities are able to learn about recycling while developing a skill working with their hands. Now all of our scraplights in Europe are made by hand in the Netherlands. The guys in Amsterdam also look after international business and communication.



Where do you get your inspiration? We are nature enthusiasts and love to get out and take a hike to unplug and recharge our creative juices. Seattle with its lush green scenery and industrial corners definitely influences us. We look to find hidden beauty in our surroundings. Just taking a wrong turn down an alley can lead to amazing discoveries if you are willing to see it. We look at things with a sense of wonder and playfulness.



Looking ahead, what is your dream for graypants in the future? Every year, every day graypants evolves into something new and exciting. We are exploring a lot more within the product side and treat architecture in a more artistic way - so it is blending art and design together. We keep taking on more custom work - it is hard for us to turn down a new type of product or project!



graypants amsterdam



Keizersgracht 241 1016EA amsterdam the netherlands +31 (0)20 820 8990 [email protected] graypants.com
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